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Preamble
This research of the state of play and structure of secondary and higher education in
reviewed districts – Blagoevgrad and Kyustendil, is based on information from different
communication and documentary sources as well as on official information published by the
National Statistical Institute of the Republic of Bulgaria.
In order the objectives of the project to be achieved the research is structured in two
separate parts (for each of the reviewed districts) and annexes. For each district certain aspects
of current state of play of education, educational structure of secondary and higher education
are considered and data charts presented are analyzed.
In order the situation of secondary and higher education in both districts to be
reviewed in details a brief analysis should be made of the region as a whole which is to
indicate where are Blagoevgrad and Kyustendil districts situated on the basis economic
characteristic, population and educational structure.
Both Blagoevgrad and Kyustendil districts are located in the South-Western planning
region which includes also Sofia District, Sofia-City and Pernik District. The proximity to
Sofia – which is an economic, administrative and cultural center of the state, undoubtedly
contributes for the higher values of key indicators related to the demographic and economic
characteristic such as number of population, employment, GDP per capita, etc. The favorable
geographic location also has significant impact and is a prerequisite for closer cooperation
with neighboring states in the field of education and increase of the number of foreign
students interested to continue their education in higher schools on the territory of the
analyzed area.
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Common borders with Greece, Serbia and Macedonia, crossing of important
international transport corridors, high percentage of infrastructural objects, transport and
communication infrastructure are in favor of the development of economy of all five districts
thus contributing to a number of achievements in the educational field in order to respond to
the increasing needs of qualified labor force by the business as well as to the needs of people
living in the region.
With its population of 323 552 citizens (data from the last census conducted by the National
Statistical Institute (NSI) in 2011) Blagoevgrad District occupies the third place in the South-Western
planning region after Sofia-City and Sofia District. It is important to be mentioned that the district

is on the sixth place by number of population due manly to its location, proximity to the
capital city, natural and socio-economic resources.
Main administrative center of Blagoevgrad District is the City of Blagoevgrad. PanEuropean Transport Corridor No 4, road E-79 and national roadI-1are crossing the territory of the
district. The importance of the district as a transport center for the economy and tourism in the

region is determined by its close proximity with important city centers and state borders.
 Border with Macedonia – 31 km.
 Border with Greece – 83 km.
 Border with Serbia – 88 km.
 City of Sofia – 96 km.
 City of Plovdiv – 193 km.
 City of Skopje (Capital city of Macedonia) – 183 km.
 City of Thessaloníki (harbor city, Greece) – 199 km.
Except Blagoevgrad Municipality during the last years steady pace of development
have also the municipalities of Bansko, Sandanski and Petrich. It is interesting to be
mentioned that on the background of the tendency for depopulation which is distinctive for
the country as a whole, two municipalities in the district are an exclusion – Blagoevgrad and
Belitsa.
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Main sectors of the economy of the country are following:
food and tobacco industry
textile industry
wood processing and furniture industry
production of construction materials
Tourism advanced significantly during the last years. This is mainly due to the
promotion of Bansko as a center of winter tourism. Another touristic sites are Rupite, Rozhen
Monastery, Kovachevitsa and Dolen.
Kyustendil District is located in north-west of Blagoevgrad District as on east borders with
Sofia District, as on west reaches the state borders with Serbia and Macedonia. Having good

geographic location the district has potential for development thanks to the location of the
administrative center – City of Kyustendil.
Main roads connecting the administrative center City of Kyustendil with key hubs are
following:
The distance between Sofia and Kyustendil is 86 km. – main road No 6 (E
870).
The distance between Kyustendil and border control point Gyueshevo is 22
km.
The road connecting the capital city of Macedonia – City of Skopje via
Kumanovo is the main road No 6 – state border – Kyustendil – Radomir –
Sofia – Sub-Balkan road – Burgas.
Another roads of significant economic importance for the district are:
 secondary road No 62 Kyustendil – Dupnitsa – Klisura – Samokov
 third class road No 601 Kyustendil – Dragovishtitsa – Dolno Uyno – state
border
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Kyustendil District has rich natural and historic heritage combined with cultural
monuments located on the territory of Kyustendil, Sapareva Banya (hot springs), Rila (Rila
Monastary, river of Rilska), Dupnitsa, Struma river.
The population of the district based on data from the last official census of Bulgaria
conducted in 2011 by the NSI is 136 686 citizens from which 93 553 live in towns as almost
half of the city population lives in villages – 43 133 people.
Related to the other four districts in the South-Western planning region Kyustendil
District occupies the penultimate place by GDP as only Pernik District is behind.
By data of official documents published on the Internet site of the district
administration of Kyustendil District the highest indicators of gross added value (GAV) are
observed in several main economic sectors:


business services



transport and communications



processing industry



state management



commerce and repair activities



energy
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The main economic sectors ensuring highest degree of employment of population in
active age for the district are:
 energy supply, gas supply
 chemical and pharmaceutical industry
 textile industry, confection and tailoring (CMT)
 mining and quarrying and production of construction materials
 food industry
 production of electric, optical and other equipment

Above have been presented main geographic, demographic and economic aspects of
both reviewed districts – Blagoevgrad and Kyustendil. An analysis will be made below on this
basis of the educational structure with main focus on secondary and higher education.
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PART ONE —
ANALYSIS of the educational structure of
Blagoevgrad District
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1.

Analysis of the state of play of educational structure in the
district

A momentary picture of the profile of educational level of population in Blagoevgrad
District is made in the beginning of 2011 during the regular census in Bulgaria implemented
by the National Statistical Institute.
According the data for the country 43% of the population aged 7 and more had
secondary education in 2011. The second place is occupied by the people with basic education
– 23% as the third place is for the people with higher education – 20% of the population aged
7 and more. 1% of the people have never attended school and 5% have not graduated primary
education.
On the background of this statistics the percentage of people by criteria "educational
degree" for Blagoevgrad District vary as follows:
 Higher education – 14% – 42 199 people.
 Secondary education – 44% – 131 728 people.
 Basic education – 27% – 80 883 people.
 Primary education – 9% – 28 827 people.
 Non-graduated primary education – 5% – 14 556 people.
 Never attended school – 1% – 2 772 people.
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Based on the aforementioned, a conclusion could be made that in comparison with the
country statistics the most visible is smaller number of people with higher education (14%)
for Blagoevgrad District vs 20% averagely for the country. Almost the same is the situation in
the secondary education (43% vs 44%). Let see from where comes the difference in the
number of people with higher education.
The basis is of main importance for the education. By that reason the answer could be
found in the data about primary and basic education. Averagely for Bulgaria people with basic
education are 23% as in Blagoevgrad District the percentage is 27%. This indicates that a
significant part of the citizens of the district cease studying after acquiring basic education. If
we add this to the statistics about primary education, it indicates the answer about the
difference in the number of people with higher education compared as percent.
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The next chart indicates a comparative characteristics of people with different
educational degrees divided by municipalities.
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Greatest interest for this research is the number of people with secondary and higher
education. It is not a surprise that in larger municipalities such as Blagoevgrad, Petrich and
Sandanski including on their territory larger cities as number of population there are
significant amplitudes between people with higher educational degrees and these with primary
education. Most educated are the citizens of Blagoevgrad Municipality which is undoubtedly
due to the city as an administrative center – Blagoevgrad as well as to both large universities
located there – South-Western University "Neofit Rilski" and American University in
Bulgaria. Municipality of Blagoevgrad is the only municipality in the whole district where the
share of people having higher education exceeds significantly the number of the people who
have basic education. In the other municipalities the number of people with basic education
exceeds approximately twice the number of people with higher education. In turn, the
concentration of people having higher educational degree is a proof for the availability of
more qualified labor force that leads to more developed economy and better accumulation of
funds invested in various fields.
The chart below presents the number of citizens of Blagoevgrad municipality divided
by educational degree and located in urban and rural areas.
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Statistical data show that people with higher education are concentrated in the cities
and towns as if more detailed statistics is to be reviewed as regards the ratio by educational
degree by cities and towns, it will show the concentration particularly in largest cities –
Blagoevgrad, Petrich and Sandanski which offer better job opportunities and living
environment in social, infrastructural, educational and cultural field.
Due to the lack of regular researches of the number of students and teachers' societies
and insufficient publicity of such kind of information, this research will use information from
the academic year 2004/2005. We could certainly accept that the general trends are preserved
during the years regardless of the changes in the values each year. According to the available
information there are 5 179 teachers in the schools for the academic year 2004/2005. Their
distribution by type of schools is following:


2 984 in secondary schools



126 in specialized schools



972 in professional schools and colleges



1 092 in universities.
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The total number of students for academic year 2004/2005 is 58 881. Their structure
by types of schools indicates that about 11 120 students are educated in the higher schools.
The number of students in secondary schools is 37 038, in specialized schools – 859 and in
professional schools – 9 864. A frequent aspect of the educational situation in Bulgaria and
the district is that professional schools and profiled secondary schools are built and function
only in the municipal centers as basic schools are located as in the cities and towns as well as
in some of the larger villages in Blagoevgrad Municipality. The territorial division of school
network is well structured. Certain supersaturation of professional secondary schools could be
considered in the area of Bansko and Razlog thus suffering from lack of students due to the
strong competition of profiled secondary schools that offer attractive majors such as tourism,
economics, informatics, foreign languages, etc. in Blagoevgrad and other cities and towns in
the district
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2.

System of secondary education

The total number of schools in Blagoevgrad District is 182. According to their
function they are distributed as follows:
 17 primary schools
 102 basic schools
 32 secondary schools
 5 profiled secondary schools (including natural-mathematics, humanitarian, language)
 19 professional schools



7 specialized schools (rehabilitation and special schools for children with physical and mental
handicaps)

As this research is focused mainly on the higher and secondary education in the
region, this part of the analysis will review only schools that provide diploma for secondary
education, including professional secondary schools.
Foreign Language Secondary School "Acad. Lyudmil Stoyanov" — profiled
secondary school in the City of Blagoevgrad with almost 30 years of experience. During the
last years students from the school are winning prizes from international competitions in Italy,
France and Germany. As a result the annual language festivals became tradition. Currently the
school develops close partnership relations with the college "Lucien Sigala"
Duras.(France).
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located in

Professional Mathematic Secondary School "Sergey Pavlovich Korolyov" is a
natural-mathematics school in Blagoevgrad, established in 1972. The focus is also on foreign
languages by intensive training in English, German, Russian and French. Students from
various profiled classes win medals and good rankings at international Olympiads on
mathematics, economics and informatics, physics and chemistry. The school is a member of
the "Association of Cambridge Schools" and develops and implements successful projects
under Long life Learning Program, National Program "School without Absences", project
"Qualification of Specialists in Pedagogics", project for implementation of sport-competition
calendar, project "SUCCESS", Youth in Action Program, Comenius Program. The
international activity of the school is complemented with participation in international school
camps in Sonenberg, Lower Saxony, Braunschweig, Osterode and Cologne (Germany) and
international video conferences with students from Canary Islands (Spain), Spain and France.
Professional Economics Secondary School "Iv. Iliev" — located in the
administrative center of the district – City of Blagoevgrad. The schools implements training in
8 majors:
 Banking
 Insurances
 Economics and Management
 Business Administration
 Accountancy
 Financial accountancy
 E-commerce
 Economic informatics
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In order to attract additional funds and development of training of its students the
school implements a number of projects funded by the state and EU — project "School
Practices", project "Success", project for multilateral cooperation, project "Leonard da Vinci",
etc.
Secondary School for Foreign Languages "St. Kliment Ohridski" in Blagoevgrad.
The school has classes from 1 to 12 as there is enrollment after 7 th and 8th class. Foreign
languages studied are English, Russian and French. A conventional practice is students to be
trained in cooperation with teachers from France, Poland, USA, etc. in order to be introduced
to other cultures and traditions. The school has excellent reputation and significant flow of
new students. The funding is provided by Blagoevgrad Municipality, international programs
and projects funded by EU and private sector. The school implements joint activity and
exchange of students thanks to the agreements with 3 foreign schools: "Shkola Zdorovya"
(Moscow, Russia), "Sacré Coeur" (Bois-de-Villers, France) and "Gotse Delchev"(Kumanovo,
Macedonia).
Professional Secondary School for Textile and Clothes — City of Blagoevgrad
National Humanitarian Secondary School "St.St. Kiril and Metodiy — "City of
Blagoevgrad, successor of the Bulgarian Boys Secondary School established by Regulation of
Exarch Joseph in 1880 in Thessaloníki. The enrollment of students is in 5 profiles:
 Humanitarian — Bulgarian language with intensive training in English
 Humanitarian — Bulgarian language with intensive training in German
 Humanitarian — History with intensive training in Spanish
 Arts — Music with intensive training in English
 Arts — Art with intensive training in English
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Another secondary schools located on the territory of the administrative center – City
of Blagoevgrad are:
 Private Professional Secondary School for Entrepreneurship and New
Technologies "Polet"
 Professional Secondary School for Electrics and Electronics "Nikola Yonkov
Vaptsarov"
 Seventh Secondary School "Kuzman Shapkarev"
 Professional Secondary School for Construction, Architecture and Geodesy
"Vassil Levski"
 Professional Technical Secondary School "Ichko Boychev"
 Eight Secondary School "Arseny Kostentsev"
 Secondary School "Ivan Vazov"
 Fifth Secondary School "Georgy Izmirliev"
 Private Evening Secondary School "Dimitar & Yoan"
Three professional secondary schools are built on the territory of Petrich Municipality
with profiled classes in electronics, light industry, economics and tourism; one gymnasium
and one secondary school:
 Professional Secondary School for Electric Mechanics "Yuriy Gagarin"
 Professional Secondary School for Economics and Tourism "Prof. Dr. Asen
Zlatarov"
 Secondary School "Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov"
 Gymnasium "Peyo K. Yavorov"
 Secondary School "Anton Popov"
 Professional Secondary School for Light Industry "A.A. – Malchika"
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In the town of Razlog the secondary education is provided by four schools from which
three professional secondary schools with focus on important sectors for the regions such as
tourism, transport and agriculture:
 Professional Secondary School for Tourism and Food Technologies "Nikola
Stoychev"
 Professional Secondary School for Transport
 Secondary School "Brothers Petar and Ivan Kanazirevi"
 Professional Secondary School for Agricultural Mechanization
Town of Bansko has three professional secondary schools and one gymnasium. A list
of schools could be found below:
 Professional Secondary School on Electronics and Energy
 Professional Secondary School on Forestry "Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov"
 Professional Secondary School for Agriculture and Tourism "Aleko
Konstantinov"
 Secondary School "Neofit Rilski"
In the town of Gotse Delchev three professional secondary schools provide training
also for students from villages located around:
 Professional Secondary School of Nevrokop "Dimitar Talev"
 Secondary School for Nature and mathematics "Yane Sandanski"
 Professional Secondary School for Agricultural Mechanization "Peyo
Kracholov Yavorov"
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As one of the large cities in the district Sandanski has several secondary schools and
gymnasiums:
 Professional Technical Secondary School
 Professional Secondary School for Agriculture "Kliment Arkadievich
Timiryazev"
 Secondary Rehabilitation School "Peyo Kracholov Yavorov"
 Evening Secondary School
 Secondary School "Yane Sandanski"
Secondary schools in the town of Yakoruda:
 Professional Secondary School for Engineering "Petko Rachov Slaveykov"
 Secondary School "Kiril and Metodiy"
Each smaller town has one secondary school that meets the needs of children. There is
a tendency for some parents to enroll their children in some of the profiled secondary schools
in larger towns located nearby in order receiving better educational level, or focusing on
profiles such as economics, tourism, electrics, foreign languages, etc. However, the role of
these small schools is of significant importance for keeping the population, decreasing the
internal migration and provision of adequate secondary education for the needs of households
with limited financial opportunities that could not send their children in the large cities such
as Blagoevgrad, Petrich and Sandanski. The schools in towns of Belitsa, Hadzhidimovo,
Kresna and Simitli are listed below.
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 Secondary School "Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov" — Town of Hadzhidimovo
 Secondary School "St.St. Kiril and Metodiy" — Town of Belitsa
 Secondary School "St. Paisiy Hilendarski"— Town of Kresna
 Secondary School "St. Kiril and Metodiy" – Town of Simitli
12 secondary schools located in larger villages are functioning on the territory of
Blagoevgrad District. The names of schools and villages where are located are listed below:
 Secondary School "St. St. Kiril and Metodiy" (Breznitsa)
 Secondary School "St. Paisiy Hilendarski" (Parvomai)
 Secondary School "St.. Paisiy Hilendarski" (Ablanitsa)
 Secondary School "St. St. Kiril and Metodiy" (Garmen)
 Secondary School "Yordan Yovkov" (Ribnovo)
 Secondary School "Vassil Levski" (Kolarovo)
 Secondary School "St. St. Kiril and Metodiy" (Satovcha)
 Secondary School "Hristo Botev" (Valkosel)
 Secondary School "Hristo Smirnenski" (Kochan)
 Secondary School "St. Kliment Ohridski" (Slashten)
 Secondary School "St. St. Kiril and Metodiy" (Krupnik)
 Secondary School "St. Paisiy Hilendarski" (Mikrevo)
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The next chart indicates the distribution of citizens of Blagoevgrad District by
graduated secondary education divided by municipalities in percentage. It could be mentioned
that most people with secondary education live in large cities such as Blagoevgrad (28%),
Petrich (17%), Sandanski (13%) and Gotse Delchev (9%). That easily could be explained with
the real number of population located in the cities and towns of the district where the living
environment, public services and quality of life is higher than in smaller settlements. Above
was presented a statistics about the distribution of secondary schools in the district as the data
clearly indicate that except in several villages and small towns educational system provides
the necessary degree of education and qualification – the higher reputation among parents and
students are the schools and profiled secondary schools located in the administrative center
and cities with higher concentration of population and qualified labor force.
Chart of the distribution of people with secondary education by municipalities in
percentage.
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3.

System of higher education

As it already has been mentioned in the beginning of this research, on the territory of
the district and particularly in its administrative center – City of Blagoevgrad – are located the
only higher schools in Blagoevgrad District. These are the South-Western University "Neofit
Rilski" and American University. According to official data the number of students in the
city is about 20 000. During the last years a Tourism College functioned in the city and
trained students but according to current information it has not been accredited as a higher
school thus the eligible universities in the city are both above mentioned. Detailed
information about the universities, majors offered and other key aspects of the higher
education provided by them are reviewed below.
3.1

South-Western University "Neofit Rislki"
3.1.1 Brief history and general background

The university is well known as the biggest educational, research and artistic center in
Southwestern Bulgaria. Patriarch Neofit Rilski is the patron of university as its establishment
was far behind in time, in 1975 as a branch of Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski" with
Ordinance No 323 from 09/08/1975 of the Bureau of the Council of Ministers (SG 65/1975).
The first students have been trained for children and primary teachers. In the years the
university experienced a number of transformations until 1995 when with Decision of the
National Assembly existing High Pedagogic Institute – Blagoevgrad was transformed into
South-Western University "Neofit Rilski" – Blagoevgrad as it remains with that name until
now. In 2012 the university passed new accreditation assessment for higher education
institution by representatives of the National Assessment and Accreditation Agency of the
Council of Ministers as it obtained accreditation until 2018. This moves up the university in
the national ranking system of higher schools in the country and is certain prerequisite for
quality of education and its students.
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The state university provides education in Bulgarian and English in 67 bachelor
programs, 86 master programs and 43 doctoral programs. The proximity to the capital city (90
km.), the border with Macedonia – only 20 km. and distance to the Greek border (80 km.)
contribute for the large number of foreign students from neighboring states. According
official data from the Internet site of SWU it has about 14 000 students educated in bachelor,
master and doctoral programs.
SWU "Neofit Rislki" provides employment for more than 800 teachers, including
professors, PhD, assistants and contractual teachers who train students in several main
directions in faculties. There are 8 faculties as a Technical College has been established also.
 Faculty of Law and History
 Faculty of Nature and mathematics
 Faculty of Economics
 Faculty of Public Health and Sports
 Faculty of Pedagogics
 Faculty of Philology
 Faculty of Philosophy
 Faculty of Arts
 Technical College
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3.1.2. Equipment of the university
A sports complex and Spa center are built in order students to be attracted and more
fully meeting of the needs of current and future students.
University Spa-center "Bachinovo" is located near the city center next to the park
Bachinovo. The center is equipped with computer halls, seminar rooms, fitness and tennis
facilities, sauna, steam bath, physiotherapy, aromatherapy and massage rooms. The center has
WiFi Internet for students, professors and guests.
Indoor sports complex – the university has fully equipped multifunctional indoor
sports complex with separate center for functional exams, physiotherapy lab, Spa and
rehabilitation procedures center, stadiums and outdoor sport facilities.
Students who wish could join the University Sports Club "Akademik. "The club has
its basketball and handball men teams and grass hockey women team. Thus students develop
and improve their sport achievements with numerous participations in national competitions
and competitions with other universities.
The encouragement of cultural development of students is complemented with
organization of a number of joint students' productions from various faculties in the field of
cinema, theater, music, choreography, art and culturology.
During their training students can use the university library, that has over 200 000 books,
as well as a computer hall with access to databases such as EBSCO Publishing, Science Direct,
SCOPUS, Benham Science, ProQuest Central.
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University Editorial — for better funding except printing of issues, dissertations,
yearbooks, rules of procedure, articles, schoolbooks and handbooks for the needs of
professors as a whole, the editorial works also with a number of similar bodies in Sofia,
Varna, Shumen and Burgas. The editorial is established in 1995 and has a pre-press
department, printing section, bookstore and three copying centers.
The equipment is complemented with two dormitories renovated during the last years
and three student canteens where prices are preferential due to the grants from the state.
In order ensuring adequate assistance to graduating students in finding a job and their
orientation at the labor market as well as assistance to the students when starting job,
traineeships or other activities related to their career development a specialized Center for
Career Development has been created. The practice of building and development of such
career centers is shared by a number of universities in Bulgaria and is an excellent initiative
that assists the students on the way of their professional realization and creation of better
competition in the process of finding and starting a job.
Natural-Scientific Station "Predel" — located in the area "Kulinoto" in the northern
part of the National Park "Pirin" (included in the list of natural heritage of UNESCO/. The
distance from the station to Razlog is 15 km. as it offers as recreation opportunities as well as
various tourist tracks, moto-tracks and velo-tracks. The accommodation facility has 50 beds
as well as a kitchen, barbecue and dining-room.
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3.1.3. Scientific and research activity of SWU
The scientific and research activity of SWU is funded mainly by various programs
such as the EU Cross-Border Cooperation Programme Greece-Bulgaria wherefor the last two
years the university actively participates in a number of projects with total value of BGN 11
million. Another programs that provide opportunity for intensive activity are as follows:
 EU Cross-Border Cooperation Programme Bulgaria-Macedonia
 Sixth and Seventh Framework Programme
 Research Fund
 World Bank programmes
 Joint programmes with Open Society Foundation
 CEEPUS
 DAAD
 PHARE
 DAPHNE III
 INTAS
 COST
 Human resources development Program
 Long-Life Learning Program
Thus the university succeeded to equip over 30 labs and research centers. The active
policy focused on development of international cooperation (mostly with institutions from
Europe, USA and Russia) assists various activities, ensures larger flow of foreign students and
enhances the reputation of the higher school. The university signed cooperation agreements
with 30 European universities under the Erasmus Programme.
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3.1.4. Bachelor programs
The education in bachelor degree is implemented in several general directions.
Information below indicates the directions, majors and other main aspects related to the
education for each one.
History and Archeology


Major History – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Law and History

Pedagogics of Education


Major Mathematics and Informatics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for
Nature and Mathematics



Major Pedagogics of Education in Bulgarian and foreign language – 8 semesters,
full time training, Faculty for Philology



Major Pedagogics of Education in art – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for
Arts



Major Pedagogics of Education in music – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty
for Arts



Major Pedagogics of Education in technique and technologies – 8 semesters, full
time training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Pedagogics of Education in physics and mathematics – 8 semesters, full time
training, Faculty for Nature and Mathematics



Major Pedagogics of Education in chemistry and physics – 8 semesters, full time
training, Faculty for Nature and Mathematics



Major Pedagogics of Education in geography and history – 8 semesters, full time
training, Faculty for Nature and Mathematics



Major Physical Education and sports – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for
Pedagogics
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Major Technique, Technologies and Entrepreneurship – 8 semesters, full time
training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Pedagogics of music art – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts

Philosophy:


Major Philosophy – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for
Philosophy

Philosophy:


Major Bulgarian Philology – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for
Philology



Major English Philology – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Philology



Major Applied Linguistics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Philology



Major Foreign Language and Ethnology – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty
for Philology

Sociology, Anthropology and Cultural Arts:


Major Sociology – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for Philosophy



Major Culturology – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Culture and Media – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts

Psychology:


Major Psychology – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training,
Faculty for Philosophy
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Political Sciences:


Major European Studies – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Law and
History



Major International Relations – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Law and
History



Major Politology – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Philosophy

Social Activities:


Major Social Activities – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for
Public Health and Sports

Public Communications and Informatics Studies


Major Public Relations – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for Law
and History

Pedagogics


Major Pre-school and Primary School Pedagogics – 8 semesters, full time or parttime training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Primary School Pedagogics and foreign language – 8 semesters, full time
training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Pedagogics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Pre-School Pedagogics and foreign language – 8 semesters, full time training,
Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Social Pedagogics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Pedagogics



Major Special Pedagogics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Pedagogics
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Administration and Management


Major Public Administration – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty
for Law and History



Major Economic Management – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty
for Economics

Economics:


Major Accountancy – 8 semesters, full time or part-time training, Faculty for
Economics



Major Finances – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Economics



Major Social Economics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Economics



Major Marketing – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Economics



Major International Economic Relations – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty
for Economics

Tourism:


Major Tourism – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Economics

Physical Sciences:


Major Physics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Nature and Mathematics
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Chemical Sciences:


Major Chemistry – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Nature and
Mathematics



Major Medical Chemistry – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Nature and
Mathematics

Earth Sciences


Major Geography – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Nature and
Mathematics



Major Ecology and Environment Protection – 8 semesters, full time training,
Faculty for Nature and Mathematics

Informatics and Computer sciences


Major Informatics – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Nature and
Mathematics

Communication and Computer Equipment


Major Computer Systems and Technologies – 8 semesters, full time training,
Faculty for Nature and Mathematics

Public Health


Major Physiotherapy – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Public Health and
Sports



Major Speech Therapy – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Public Health
and Sports

Art


Major Industrial Art – Fashion – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts
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Musical and Dance Arts


Major Bulgarian National Choreography – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty
for Arts



Major Modern Choreography – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Performance Art – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Musical Theater – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Performance Art (Musical Theater) – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty
for Arts



Major Performance Art (Traditional Musical Instruments or Folk Singing) – 8
semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts

Theatrical and Movie Arts:


Major Movie and TV Mounting – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Acting – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Movie and TV Directing – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for Arts



Major Movie and TV Cinematography – 8 semesters, full time training, Faculty for
Arts
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3.1.5. Master programs
The university provides education in several master programs distributed among the
faculties. Application for each master program is made according to the rules and semester
training is implemented for different time period as some majors include training within 2 up
to 4 semesters. More detailed information could be found in the university or its web page
where could be reviewed the application conditions, deadlines, criteria that should be covered
by the applicant, exact duration of the training, subjects studied, semester fees, etc.
List of master programs provided by SWU "Neofit Rilski".


Educational management



Pedagogic interaction for children with problematic behavior



Social Prevention and Consulting



Pre-school and Primary School Pedagogics



Pedagogics for talented children



Pre-school pedagogics



Primary school pedagogics



Intercultural education



Information technology training for primary school age



Special pedagogics



Physical Education and Sports for prominent children and students



Musical education and training



Sport animation



Pedagogics and Social Format in fine arts



Pedagogics of education in mathematics and informatics



Translation and Modern English Literature



Balkan Studies



Slavonic Philology



Journalism
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Language and Linguistics in the global world



English Language and Anthropology of South-Eastern Europe



Methodology of English Language teaching at the secondary school



Archives and museums. Protection of cultural heritage in information society



History of Bulgarian lands in the context of European development



Philosophy



Sociology and Anthropology of Religion



Internet, New Media and Culture



Cultural Management and Visual Communications



Sociological studies and political marketing



Cultural heritage and Cultural tourism



Forensic Psychology



Psychology of Management



School Psychology



Criminal Psychology



Social and Cultural policies in the European Union



South-Eastern Europe in contemporary international relations



European Integration



Social activities



Social Mediation



Social Support



Social work in Social Diseases



Psychosocial Rehabilitation



Public Relations in Business



Law



Tax Administration



Economics Management



Health Management



National Security



Territorial Administration



Human Resources Management in Public Sphere
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Management and Marketing of International Business



Corporate Management



Project Management



Regional Development management



Management and Human Resources Development in business sector



Finances



Marketing



Social Economics



International Economic Relations



Management of Alternative Tourism



Management of Hotel and Restaurant Business



Management of Tour-operator and Tourist Agency Business



International Tourism



Modern energy sources and Environment Protection



Bio-active substances and Medicines



Metrology in Chemistry



Chemistry and Ecology



Natural and Historical Heritage



Regional Development



Ecology and Environment Protection



Information technologies in Ecology



Informatics



Bio-informatics



Information technologies in Ecology



Business informatics and Econometrics



Computer Systems and Technologies



Physiotherapy



Sports Physiotherapy



Logopedic management in vocal and speech fluency disturbances



Hearing and Speech Therapy after Cochlear Implantation



Marketing and Advertisement in fashion design



Film and TV Directing



Film and TV Cinematography



Theater Directing



Film and Television Editing
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The admission for part-time education for acquiring of master degree is regulated by
the regulatory framework of the university. For master degree could apply students who have
acquired bachelor or master degrees in other major, as each master program has certain rules
and limitations in the application process. When submitting documents stating the willingness
of the student to continue his/her education in the master program chosen certain fee should
be paid for holding the competition test. The ranking after competition tests takes into
consideration the marks from previous studying of the applicant, i.e. diploma for higher
education. On that ground according the total score and list with desired majors a ranking is
prepared of all applied students and depending on their scores they are offered to enroll in the
majors they have been ranked to.
3.1.6. Doctoral programs
South-Western University "Neofit Rilski" provides education in total of 43 doctoral
programs in fields of: Mathematics, Informatics and Computer Studies, Computer Systems
and Technologies, Chemistry, Economics, Organization and Management, History, Philology,
Law, Psychology of Labor and Professional Psycho diagnostics, Pedagogy, Pedagogy of
Education,

Sociology,

Anthropology

and

Cultural

Studies,

Philosophy,

Public

Communications and Information Studies and Earth Studies.
The education and application is determined by the rules of procedure of the university
as it is similar to this for master degree. The difference is that applicant should have
obligatory master degree in major required for his/her further education. After the admission
by competition test and enrollment education is continued according to the curriculum
approved.
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3.2

American University in Bulgaria — City of Blagoevgrad
3.1.2 General background and methods of training

The American University in Bulgaria is officially opened on 1 October 1991 thanks to
the international agreement between Bulgaria and USA ratified by the Bulgarian Parliament.
The university has humanitarian profile and is located in the City of Blagoevgrad. Its
closeness to the capital city of Sofia, borders with Greece and Turkey attracts a number of
students from neighboring states but also from other countries. It occupies one of the leading
positions among the universities in Eastern Europe as now it has students from over 35
countries from 4 continents.
The university has two accreditations.
 First accreditation is from the Association of Schools and Colleges in New England
(USA).
 The second accreditation is from the National Accreditation and Evaluation Agency to
the Council of Ministers of Bulgaria.
In order to facilitate its students, AUB provides and European Annex to their diplomas
thus facilitating their further education or job application in EU member states.
The training of students in AUB is only in English. The style used is "Liberal Arts"
— each aspect of the training should "develop critical thinking, solution of problems and
adequate time management" thus as a whole preparing the students for the changing
environment and expanding their life look. There is an opportunity for choice of more than
one major after second year of education. Besides acquiring of education in multicultural
environment and free exchange of views with teachers during classes the university offers
also financial assistance mainly on the base of academic achievements — education grants,
scholarships and part-time job.
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3.2.2 Majors
As it has been aforementioned, the university provides education in one main (first)
major as second could be added as a sub-major. There is second form of education —
simultaneously in both majors.
As first majors the students could choose between following bachelor programs:
American Studies
Business Administration
Computer Studies
Economics
European Studies
Information Systems
History and Civilizations
Journalism and Mass Communications
Mathematics
Politology and International Relations
The training is conducted only in English by a team of American and Bulgarian
professors with focus on intensive participation of students in the process of education and
acquiring knowledge in multinational environment.
The academic structure of the university comprises 8 faculties each led by a President
who is responsible for the coordination of all academic programs in the relevant faculty as
well as for the guiding and responding the questions of students about the programs. The
faculties and their fields of education are following:
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Faculty for Arts, Philology and Literature
English Philology and Literature
Fine Arts
Modern Languages
Faculty for Business
Faculty for Computer Studies
Computer Studies
Information Systems
Faculty for Economics
Faculty for History and Civilization
Anthropology
History and Civilization
South-Eastern European Studies
Philosophy and Religion
Faculty for Journalism and Mass Communications
Faculty for Mathematics and Natural Studies
Mathematics
Natural Studies
Faculty for Politics and European Studies
Political Sciences and International Relations
European Studies
Psychology
Sociology
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American University in Bulgaria offers only one Master program in Business
Administration (Executive MBA). It is designed for managers and professionals who are
eager to enhance their experience and knowledge for career development or starting own
business. Candidates for master program should have minimum 2 years of experience as
managers, necessary number of academic credits and prove their leadership role in
professional and private life. The master program has duration of 16 months and includes four
courses per semester. The training starts in January and ends in May next year. The schedule
of courses and programs are developed in a way that allows the students to continue their job
without interruption during their education. The training sessions are attended by qualified
managers and entrepreneurs from the region who exchange their experience and knowledge
with the participants in the program. The fee for participation in the master program is EUR
12 500 as it covers the training, materials, participation in leadership seminars and one
international excursion as well as access to the library and e-platforms of the university. The
payment could also be made in 4 equal installments that are to be paid in the beginning of
each semester.
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3.2.3. Equipment of the university
AUB has three dormitories called Skaptopara I, II and III. The dormitories are built in
American style and are inhabited by the students from bachelor programs.
University Library "Panitsa" — the largest English language library in South-Eastern
Europe with approximately 100 000 books. The building has total area of 2000 sq.m. and is
located next to the dormitories. Patron of the library is Dimitriy-Ivan Evstatiev Panitsa which
is one of the founders of AUB.
University equipment includes also Academic Center "Balkanski" as well as Student
Center "America for Bulgaria" which is partially funded by Foundation "America for
Bulgaria". The center has theater hall with 340 seats, concert hall, sports center, offices of
students' clubs, career center, canteen, computer halls.
In order candidate-students to be facilitated, these who covered the general
requirements for admission but do not cover minimum requirements for fluency in English
could enroll themselves in the English Language Institute of AUB. It is certified for e-testing
in TOEFL exam and provides training for candidate-students of AUB for TOEFL and SAT
exams. It is important to be mentioned that for enrollment in intensive courses for admission
on university, applicants should provide diploma for secondary education with minimum
average score 5.00 (Bulgarian scoring system) or its equivalent in case the applicant is a
foreign resident.
The Center for Advising and Consulting provides various services to the students and
has qualified specialists that could provide assistance as with personal consultations as well as
with advises and assistance in the choice of subjects and majors.
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The university has a Health Center that provides health consultations and diagnostics
for students and professors.
On the background of provided data and information about opportunities for acquiring
of higher education on the territory of Blagoevgrad District, the statistics of the number of
people with higher education by municipalities could be reviewed. As it could be seen,
regardless the place of where education is acquired, the concentration of people with higher
education is largest in Blagoevgrad Municipality (41% of people with higher education in the
district). Blagoevgrad is followed by Petrich with 14% and Sandanski with 12%. Between 0%
and 5% are the people with higher education who live in small municipalities of the district.
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PART TWO —
ANALYSIS of the educational structure of
Kyustendil District
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1.

Analysis of the state of play of educational structure in the
district

According the data published by the National Statistical Institute (NSI) of the Republic
of Bulgaria about the census in the beginning of 2011 total for Kyustendil District, the
population aged 7 and up could be summarized by criteria "degree of education"as follows:

Degree of education
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40000
30000
20000
10000
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0

Here also could be affirmed the conclusions for Blagoevgrad District in the previous
part of the research — people with secondary education are on the top by number of
population (62 882 people) followed by these with basic education (32 446) and people with
higher education (19 166). These values are from officially published data about the last
census and present a momentary picture of the educational level of the population of
Kyustendil District up to 01/02/2011.
For preparing a comparative analysis of the situation of educational level in the district
and particularly in the part related to the people with secondary and higher education, a brief
comparative analysis is made between data about districts of Kyustendil, Blagoevgrad and
average for the country as a whole.
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As it was aforementioned in the previous part of the research according the data for
the country 43% of the people aged 7 and up had secondary education up to 01/02/2011. The
second place is occupied by the people with basic education – 23% as the third place is for the
people with higher education – 20% of the population aged 7 and more. 1% of the people
have never attended school and 5% have not graduated primary education.
On the background of this statistics the percentage of people by criteria "educational
degree" for Kyustendil District vary as follows:
 Higher education – 16% – 19 166 people.
 Secondary education – 49% – 61 822 people.
 Basic education – 23% – 32 446 people.
 Primary education – 7% – 9 534 people.
 Non-graduated primary education – 4% – 5 282 people.
 Never attended school – 1% – 900 people.
According official data Kyustendil District has good positions by following criteria: In
comparison with percentage of people with different educational degree for Blagoevgrad
District, Kyustendil has although small advantage. People with higher education are 16%
from the population aged 7 and up (14% for Blagoevgrad District and higher average values
for the country – 20%). Kyustendil has more people graduated secondary education. In 43%
average for Bulgaria and 44% for Blagoevgrad District, in Kyustendil the percentage is 49%.
People with basic education are 23% (equal with average for Bulgaria). In primary education
the percentage is with 2% less than this of Blagoevgrad District – 7% vs 9%. The prevailing
number of people with higher educational degrees is an encouraging statistics but it should
not be forgotten that the comparison is made on the base information about Blagoevgrad
District and average values for the country. However, compared with other regions of
Bulgaria, the educational level of population in the district shows good indicators.
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The chart below shows the distribution of people by two educational degrees –
secondary and higher education divided by towns and villages for the entire Kyustendil
District. It could be mentioned that the ratio "secondary vs higher education" in city centers is
almost 2/1. For the rural parts this ratio is significantly changed — about 5/1. This could be
explained by the more developed economy in cities and towns and opportunities for finding a
job for people with higher qualification.
This confirms the aforementioned data for Blagoevgrad District where the situation is
similar. As in the Kyustendil District currently there is no higher school candidate-students
are forced to migrate to the administrative center of the district – City of Blagoevgrad or to
continue their education in other higher schools in the country.
Both charts below indicate that people with higher and secondary education are
distributed in rural and urban areas of Kyustendil District in similar way with Blagoevgrad
District. 16 246 people with higher education and 42 569 people with secondary education
live in the cities and towns – according to data from the last census in 2011 implemented by
NSI of Bulgaria. 19 253 people with secondary education and 2 920 people with higher
education live in the villages of the district.
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Distribution of people with higher and secondary education by towns and villages
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The following chart will present the current situation of educational level of
population in Kyustendil District. It is a "momentary picture" of educational level of the
territory of the district according official data from NSI. The number of population in large
municipalities is three times larger than this in municipalities such as Apriltsi, Treklyano,
Nevestino and Rila. By that reason percentage concerning education is clearest in the
municipalities of Kyustendil with administrative center City of Kyustendil and Sapareva
Banya.
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The number of people with higher education for the entire district (according to the
census from 01/02/2011) is 9 502, 28 125 people have secondary education, 13 025 have
basic education, 3 811 have primary education, 2 424 people did not graduated primary
education and 117 people never attended school.

2.

System of secondary education

Professional Secondary School for Tourism "Nikola Yonkov Vaptsarov" – the
school is located in the administrative center City of Kyustendil and offers to the secondary
students admission after 7th class. Only the major "Tourist Guiding" that includes intensive
training in English requires application after graduated 8th class, i.e. after graduated basic
education. After graduation students acquire diploma for professions such as Guide, Hotel
Administrator, Organizer of Tourist Agency Business and Restaurant Manager. Besides major
"Tourist Guiding" other demanded majors are:
Major: Organization and Servicing in Hotels
Major: Organization of Tourism and Leisure
Major: Catering
Major: Production and Servicing in Restaurants and Attractions
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Professional Secondary School for Economics and Management "Yordan
Zahariev" – City of Kyustendil — PGEM is opened in 1944. During the years the name of
the school has changed several times as current name is from 2002 (former Economic
Secondary Professional School). Students are trained in a number of majors as most preferred
are

Accountancy,

Industrial

Economics,

Agricultural

Economics,

Documentary

Administrator, Sales – Consultant. In the last years new majors are introduced – Economic
Management, Market Economy, Business – Administration, Banking and Insurance, Trade
Economics, Economic Informatics, etc. that are very interesting for the students and enjoy
good admission.
Professional Secondary School for Carpentry and Forestry "G.S.Rakovski" —
City of Kyustendil is a professional secondary school funded by the state. It is the only
secondary school in the district that trains employees for woodworking and forestry. Maybe
this is the school with longest history in the district – more than a century as it has been
opened far in 1911 but its beginning is in 1907 when in Bosilegrad is established "Training
Carpentry Workshop".
Language Secondary School "Dr. Petar Beron" – City of Kyustendil — it
educates in four languages – English, German, Spanish and French. The training is
implemented with modern methodology by using schoolbooks and handbooks that belong to
the school as a result of the cooperation with several foreign language centers and publishing
houses. In order to enhance the knowledge of its students and teachers the Language School
has created the only library in foreign language in Kyustendil.
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Professional Agricultural Secondary School "St. Kliment Ohridski" – the school
is located in the administrative and district center City of Kyustendil. Students are trained in
two majors – Farmer and Agricultural Producer. When graduating students obtain diploma for
farmer or plant-producer and plant production worker.
Four more secondary schools admit students in Kyustendil: They are as follows:
 Natural and Mathematics Secondary School "Prof. Emanuil Ivanov".
 Professional Technical Secondary School "John Atanassov"
 Professional Secondary School for Light Industry "Vladimir Dimitrov – the
Craftsman"
 Secondary School "Neofit Rilski"
In Dupnitsa there are several secondary schools where students from the town and
settlements around are educated. An interesting fact is that one evening secondary school
exists in the town which is very rare case in the current educational system of Bulgaria. The
list of secondary schools with profiled classes includes:
 Secondary School "St. Paisiy Hilendarski"
 Professional Secondary School for Dressing and Economic Management
 Professional Secondary School for Transport
 Professional Secondary School "Acad. Sergey P. Korolyov"
 Professional Secondary School for Food and Chemical Technologies
 Secondary School "Hristo Botev"
 Evening Secondary School "Dimcho Debelyanov"
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In smaller towns of the district usually exist only one secondary school or gymnasium
as only town of Bobov Dol has a gymnasium with profiled classes and one secondary school.
 Secondary School "Hristo Botev" – Town of Bobov Dol
 Professional Secondary School Bobov Dol – City of Bobov Dol
 Professional Secondary School for Tourism and Administration "Aleko Konstantinov"
– Town of Sapareva Banya
 Secondary School "Hristo Botev" – Town of Kocherinovo
 Secondary School "Averkiy Popstoyanov" – Town of Rila
The next chart shows the number of people with secondary education in percentage
distributed in the seventh municipalities in the district.
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3.

System of higher education

As it has been aforementioned in Kyustendil does not exist any university or a branch
of any higher school. Recently two higher schools have existed in Kyustendil but they were
not accredited by the Ministry of Education therefore they are not eligible schools.
Now the matter of lack of university is put in the agenda of the society and considered.
A number of promises are given by parliamentary officials that in the district there should be
an university or at least a branch of some of the Bulgarian universities. Currently no concrete
actions have been taken on the matter.
Thus the population of the district that would like to continue its education and acquire
diploma for bachelor, master or doctor, should choose where to go and study. According to
the statistics candidate-students prefer either to study in the neighbor district, in particular in
one of both universities in Blagoevgrad, or in some of the universities of Sofia. There is an
opportunity for studying in some of other universities in Bulgaria as there is a large choice of
majors and locations of higher schools in different cities of the country.
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Such trends for increasing the flow of young people to other cities or districts and
mostly to Sofia contributes for the high degree of domestic migration.
TREKLYANO, 51

RILA, 330

SAPAREVA
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APRILTSI, 411
LETNITSA, 351
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The chart above shows the people with higher education in Kyustendil District
distributed by municipalities. The first place, of course, is for Kyustendil Municipality with
almost 1000 graduates, followed by Sapareva Banya with 735 and Apriltsi with 411
graduates.
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PART THREE —
Attraction of foreign students
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This item of the research provides information about the number of foreign students in
Blagoevgrad District (in Kyustendil does not exist any higher school), countries of origin,
majors offered and terms for application in South-Western University "Neofit Rilski"and
American University in Bulgaria.
Firstly the information will be provided about foreign students who study or would
like to study in SWU "Neofit Rilski", followed by brief information about the number of
foreign students in the American University in Bulgaria (AUB) and terms for application. As
in AUB the training is only in English all majors – both bachelor and master that were listed
in the previous parts of the research are identical for foreign students. By that reason this part
will focus on the terms and conditions for application and necessary documents.
In SWU "Neofit Rilski" in Blagoevgrad approximately 14 000 students are trained
in different subjects of science as according to data from the website of the school almost 700
come from Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Serbia, Albania, Moldova, Ukraine, Russia, Japan,
Pakistan, Yemen and other countries.
University has and respects special rules concerning access of students from EU member
states. They could be summarized as follows:
 Rules for foreign candidate-students speaking Bulgarian, citizens of EU and European
Economic Area – they should be tested in Bulgarian obligatory. Those who pass the
exam could be enrolled in the first course of major desired as in this case they should
respect the conditions for admission of Bulgarian citizens.
 Rules for foreign candidate-students not speaking Bulgarian, citizens of EU and
European Economic Area – they should pass a special course in Bulgarian ended by a
test.
 When candidate-students who are citizens of other states are not admitted in the
stipulated places by majors, they could apply and be educated after paying the fees for
foreign students determined by the University (Art. 95, par. 6 of the Higher Education
Act).
 Candidate-students who are citizens of Macedonia, Serbia and Albania could apply
according the conditions of Ordinance of the Council of Ministers No 103/1993 and
Ordinance of the Council of Ministers No 228/1997.
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 Admitted and enrolled students that are citizens of Macedonia study Bulgarian during
the first year of their education followed by exam. The full time training for bachelor is
4 years for them as master degree in relevant major has duration of year and a half. In
case the student – citizen of Macedonia would like to study for master in another major
(different from the bachelor acquired) the number of semesters is determined by the
relevant department of the relevant faculty.
In SWU "Neofit Rilski" in Blagoevgrad each foreign candidate-student should provide
a set of documents when applying according to the rules stipulated by the university
leadership. Following documents are required:


Application form filled – it could be purchased on spot in the university or
downloaded from the university website.



Copy of diploma for secondary education – (or for bachelor degree)



Birth certificate



Copy of certificate for nationality
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A document issued by competent authority that certifies that the applicant has the
right to continue his/her education in higher school in the country where he/she has
graduated secondary education



Medical certificate – issued not later a month before the date when the applicant
submits the application documents. The certificate should be translated and stamped
by the relevant authorized bodies.



Copy of the first page of the passport – people with double citizenship should
provide a copy of the first page of both passports



Curriculum vitae



Four recent photos
All documents should be translated in Bulgarian and legalized/approved by the

authorities of the country of application – in this case Bulgarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs or
Ministry of Education and Science.
The language course implemented by the university should have duration not less
than 9 months in groups of maximum 10 students. The specialized course for training in
Bulgarian for foreigners includes following number of academic hours:
800 academic hours Bulgarian language – for humanitarian majors
For all other majors – 650 academic hours Bulgarian language and 350 hours
specialized subjects.
After graduating courses the students hold written and verbal exam in all studied
subjects.
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Fees for foreign students are EUR 3000 per academic year. People with double
citizenship one of which is Bulgarian pay only half of the fee for foreign students.
The preparatory course in Bulgarian costs EUR 2000 per year.
Doctoral programs implemented by the university cost EUR 3500 per year.
It should be specified that citizens of Macedonia, Serbia and Albania could apply
according the rules of Act 103/1993. Act 228/1997 is valid only for Macedonian citizens.
The university provides opportunity for accommodation of students in the university
center Bachinovo which has a hotel section and spa-center. The price for accommodation per
person/day is EUR 10. For longer period of stay discounts are possible. The university also
provides regular transport from and to the hotel.
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Procedures for candidate-students for whom
a visa is required
Foreign students that need a visa should provide all required original documents to the
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students Department to the Ministry of Education and
Science together with accompanying letter that contains:
 Name of the applicant according to his/her passport
 Date and place of birth
 Name of educational program
 Educational and qualification degree and type of training
 Duration of training
 Deadline for enrollment
 Duration of the preparatory language course (or special training, if applicable)
 Annual fee in USD for the relevant educational program
 Bank account number where the candidate should transfer the fee for the first
semester
It should be noted that when documents are reviewed and approved the Department
that implements the procedure in the Ministry of Education and Science informs the Visa
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Bulgaria. The Visa Department issues a
certificate that should be attached to the visa application.
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In the American University in Bulgaria are studying students from over 30
countries. This cultural diversity is due to the different character of training as well as to the
application requirements that are harmonized with these in a number of states.
Results from both tests – SAT and TOEFL should be provided for application in the
university. According the rules of the university the admission is based on the following
marks from exams:
 minimum score of 1000 pts. from the SAT exam (reading and understanding
plus mathematics)
 80 pts. (iBT Internet based test) from TOEFL
When the candidate-student has covered all other requirements except the result from
TOEFL and SAT he/she has the right to enroll for "conditional admission". That means the
student is obliged to pass successfully one semester with intensive language training in the
English Language Institute of the American University in Bulgaria.
Application documents could be obtained from Department "Admission of students"
in the AUB premises. The university offers two stages of admission for the autumn semester.
Early admission (deadline 1 March) offers opportunity for more preferences regarding the
amount of financial assistance provided. The second stage of admission (deadline 1 June) is
the regular one. It also provides opportunity to apply for financial assistance and scholarships.
Application documents needed:


Online application form filled (free of charge) or paper form with unrecoverable fee of
USD 25.
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Application essay – the topic should be identical to the announced for current
campaign of AUB.



Certificates for graduated secondary education in original or certified copy – if
documents are in Bulgarian or in language different from English there should be
attached certified translation in English.



Two recommendations from teachers, class teachers or educational consultants.



Results from TOEFL exam (or IELTS, CAE, CPE) and SAT (or ACT) exam – there is
requirement the results to be sent in AUB directly by the agencies that organize the
exams (Educational Testing Service (ETS) for TOEFL and College Board for SAT)



Documents concerning financial assistance and scholarships – documents could be in
Bulgarian or English
Foreign candidate-students who would like to study in both universities located in

Blagoevgrad District have the right to apply for bachelors, masters and doctors for SWU
"Neofit Rilski"and bachelors and masters for the American University in Bulgaria. Types of
majors and their duration are announced before the candidate campaign for admission of
students by the universities as the lists could be found as online in the websites as well as on
spot.
Several general conclusions could be made in the end of the research of educational
structure of Blagoevgrad and Kyustendil district in the field of secondary and higher
education. Educational structure on the territory of the analyzed administrative units reflects
the main trends and legal rules valid for schools all over Bulgaria.
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As aforementioned both districts have well-structured network of secondary schools
and professional gymnasiums with profiled classes for training in foreign languages,
mathematics, informatics, economics, tourism, agriculture, electrics, light industry, etc. The
few secondary schools in rural areas of Blagoevgrad District which succeeded to stay opened
are worth to be mentioned regardless of the negative trends for reduction of population and
domestic and external migration. Statistical data from the last census in Bulgaria implemented
by the National Statistical Institute in 2011 indicated that the structure of educational level of
the population of both districts has no significant structural differences. The common trends
in the field of education are outlined visibly in both analyzed districts.
The field of higher education clarified the situation regarding the lack of higher school
in Kyustendil District that is a serious problem for its population as citizens indicate that
university should be opened or a branch of some of the existing eligible universities. This
could improve the situation and provide opportunity for more people from urban and rural
areas to continue their training in higher educational degree without need of traveling or
moving in other settlements. As regards the higher education in Blagoevgrad District, people
living there have good opportunities for choice of various majors in both universities.
Furthermore, the existence of American University in the district city center is a serious
prerequisite for development of the educational network in the area as well as the economy as
a whole, having in mind that this is the only such university in Bulgaria.
Several aspects could be enhanced, of course. These are serious investments in
secondary schools, opening of more attractive majors, increasing the level of education and
teaching, introduction of new technologies and methodologies during the training and, of
course, opening of higher school in Kyustendil District.
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